We have obtained Spitzer/IRAC observations of the central 2.0
surface brightness level, and extinction variations across the survey region. The overall distribution of point source density with Galactic latitude and longitude is essentially constant, but structure does appear when sources of different magnitude ranges are selected. Bright stars show a steep decreasing gradient with Galactic latitude, and a slow decreasing gradient with Galactic longitude, with a peak at the position of the Galactic center. From IRAC color-magnitude and color-color diagrams, we conclude that most of the point sources in our catalog have IRAC magnitudes and colors characteristic of red giant and AGB stars.
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Introduction
Our Galactic center (GC), at a distance of ∼ 8.0 kpc (Reid 1993) , is the closest galactic nucleus, observable at spatial resolutions unapproachable in other galaxies (1 pc≈26 ′′ ). The region has been intensely studied at wavelengths outside the optical and UV regime, because it is unobservable with optical telescopes due to obscuring dust in the Galactic plane. The typical extinction toward the inner 200 pc is 25-30 visual magnitudes (Schultheis et al. 1999; Dutra et al. 2003) , and it is considerably higher towards molecular clouds located close to the GC.
The extent of the GC region is defined by a region of relatively high density molecular gas (n H 2 ∼ 10 4 cm −3 ; Bally et al. 1987) , covering the inner 200 pc (170 ′ × 40 ′ , centered on the GC), called the Central Molecular Zone (CMZ). The CMZ produces 5%-10% of the Galaxy's infrared and Lyman continuum luminosity and contains 10% of its molecular gas (Bally et al. 1987; Morris and Serabyn 1996) . The CMZ contains extremely dense giant molecular clouds (Martin et al. 2004; Oka et al. 2005; Boldyrev and Yusef-Zadeh 2006) , which are also very turbulent. Strong tidal shearing forces arise within the CMZ from a gravitational potential well that increases as the galactocentric radius decreases (Güsten and Downes 1980) , culminating in the central black hole, Sgr A * (e.g. Schödel et al. 2003; Ghez et al. 2005 ).
In the past, the study of the GC stellar population has been concentrated primarily on the spatial regions surrounding three clusters of stars. The Central Cluster contains the dense core of stars within a few parsecs of the GC. The cluster is composed of a mixture of red supergiant and giant stars (e.g. Lebofsky et al. 1982; Sellgren et al. 1987) and young massive stars which exhibit energetic winds as observed in their emission line spectra (e.g. Allen et al. 1990 ; Krabbe et al. 1991; Libonate et al. 1995; Blum et al. 1995; Tamblyn et al. 1996) . These bright, hot emission line stars trace an epoch of star formation that occurred about 10 7 yr ago, while the bright cool stars may be associated with either the most recent epoch of star formation or older ones (Haller 1992; Krabbe et al. 1995) . The separation of bright cool stars into M supergiants (tracers of recent star formation) and less massive giants (tracers of older star formation) has been used to study the star formation history within the central cluster (Lebofsky et al. 1982; Sellgren et al. 1987; Blum et al. 1996 Blum et al. , 2003 . The Quintuplet and Arches Clusters are located at about 30 pc in projection from the GC. Both clusters contain hundreds of massive O-B stars, and have ages of 2-4 Myr (Figer et al. 1999) These clusters are thought to be the low-mass analog of the young "super star clusters" found in external galaxies (Allen et al. 1990; Nagata et al. 1996; Cotera et al. 1996; Figer et al. 1999) .
One stellar population that has been studied across a broader area (∼200 pc) centered on the GC is the OH/IR stars (Habing et al. 1983; Lindqvist et al. 1992; Sjouwerman et al. 1998, among others) . OH/IR stars are oxygen rich Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars that are characterized by long period pulsations and high mass loss. Studies suggest that there are two distinct populations of OH/IR stars observed towards the GC, which are separated both spatially and kinematically (Lindqvist et al. 1992) . The OH/IR stars that are more closely confined to the Galactic plane and that have a net prograde rotational velocity in the GC are also found to have higher OH maser expansion velocities than other OH/IR stars in the GC (Lindqvist et al. 1992) . A higher expansion velocity requires either that the star is more luminous than the average (thus a more massive and younger star), or that it has a higher dust-to-gas ratio (and thus a higher metallicity).
Four other infrared studies have surveyed areas within 200 pc including the CMZ. The 2MASS all sky survey (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) and the DENIS survey (Epchtein et al. 1997) were limited by their wavelength range between 1.2 and 2.2µm which was inadequate to characterize the more obscured regions. The Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) observed between 6 and 25µm and included the CMZ in its survey of the Galactic plane (Price et al. 2001) . The angular resolution of MSX (18 ′′ at 8.3µm), however, was only sufficient to identify the brightest isolated individual stars. Finally, portions of the CMZ were observed with ISOCAM as part of the ISOGAL survey, with ∼6
′′ angular resolution at 7µm and ∼13
′′ angular resolution at 15µm (Omont et al. 2003) . The ISOGAL survey has been used to select young stellar object (YSO) candidates in the GC (Felli et al. 2002; Schuller et al. 2006) within the restricted area coverage of the survey.
We have obtained Spitzer/IRAC observations of the central 2.0
• × 1.4
• (∼ 280 × 200 pc, including the CMZ) of the Galaxy at 3.6µm-8µm in Cycle 1 (GO 3677, PI: Stolovy) . These data represent the highest spatial resolution (∼2 ′′ ) and sensitivity uniform large-scale map made to date of the GC at mid-infrared wavelengths. The IRAC data display complex filamentary structures in the interstellar medium (S. Stolovy et al. 2007, in preparation) and allow us to detect optically obscured stellar sources. In this paper, we present details on the data reduction and point source extraction (Section 2). A catalog of the IRAC point sources band merged with 2MASS photometry is presented in Section 3. This catalog contains 1,065,565 point sources uniformly covering the CMZ. The point source magnitude distributions are discussed in Section 4 and the point source distributions with Galactic coordinates are examined in Section 5. A discussion of the nature of the point sources in the catalog is presented in Section 6. This is the first paper in an upcoming series on the Spitzer/IRAC observations of the Galactic center.
Observations and Data Processing
The InfraRed Array Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al. 2004 ) on board the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004 ) was used to map the central regions of the Galaxy, with a spatial coverage of about 2.0
• in Galactic longitude by 1.4
• in Galactic latitude. Details of the observations and data processing are given in S. Stolovy et al. (2007, in preparation) but we provide a brief summary here.
Each IRAC detector has a 5.2 ′ × 5.2 ′ field of view comprised of 256×256 pixels and a mean pixel scale of 1.22
′′ per pixel. The four cameras have wavelengths of 3.6µm, 4.5µm, 5.8µm, and 8.0 µm for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Because all four cameras do not see the exact same region of sky simultaneously and because of orientation constraints, a larger region was mapped to cover fully the desired central 2.0
• region. We used the shortest frame time (2 sec.) available for the full-array mode, corresponding to an onsource effective integration time of 1.2 seconds per pixel. We took five dithered exposures (or frames) on the sky for each pointing, giving a total average on-sky integration time of 6 seconds. This dithering strategy allows us to correct for bad pixels, scattered light, and latent images and provided improved sampling of the point spread function. Additional processing as described in S. Stolovy et al. (2007, in preparation) was performed on the Spitzer Science Center (SSC) pipeline version S13.2 Basic Calibrated Data (BCD) products to correct various artifacts (scattered light, latent images, column pulldown, and banding), producing much improved BCD frames and mosaics. One electronic artifact that was not corrected due to its non-linear nature was the 'bandwidth effect'. This artifact causes extra 'sources' to appear 4 pixels away (and in some cases 8 pixels away) from very bright sources in Channels 3 and 4 along the readout direction (IRAC Data Handbook, Version 3.0, Section 4.3.3). Thus, a few of these artifacts remain in our final mosaics.
Additional observations were taken in IRAC's sub-array mode for areas in the survey that were affected by saturation. These regions include the Central Cluster and the Quintuplet cluster, plus 12 individual pointings. In sub-array mode, a small section of the array is read out (32 × 32 pixels = 40 ′′ × 40 ′′ ), and we used the shortest exposure time available of 0.02 sec.
Mosaicking
We used the SSC Mosaicking and Point source Extraction (MOPEX) package, version 030106 (available from the SSC web page 1 ) to create mosaics, extract point sources, and create source subtracted mosaics of the full-array data. MOPEX is composed of a series of PERL scripts. We used mosaic.pl to create mosaics, apex.pl to detect and measure fluxes of point sources, and apex qa.pl to create source subtracted images. The script mosaic.pl performs interpolation and co-addition of FITS images, with the additional functionality of detection of outliers. The outliers are due to radiation hits, hot pixels, and bad pixels. There are three outlier detection algorithms implemented within mosaic.pl. The single frame outlier detection algorithm performs spatial filtering within an individual BCD frame, flagging outliers above a user defined flux threshold, and below a user defined size. The multiframe outlier and the dual outlier detection algorithms determine outlier pixels by stacking pixels taken in different exposures but at the same spatial location. The BCD frames are spatially matched by coincident point sources. The multiframe outlier computes the statistics of the stacked pixels and finds the outliers above a user defined σ threshold. The dual outlier detection algorithm first detects all sources above a user defined σ threshold and then compares the number of detections for each spatial location to discriminate the outliers from the real sources.
The optimization of the parameters of the outlier detection algorithms for our confusionlimited data was the most challenging part of the creation of the mosaics. The single frame outlier and the dual outlier algorithms flagged many real point sources as outliers, even using the most conservative set of input parameters, mainly due to crowding of point sources in our images. Therefore, we adopted only the multiframe outlier detection algorithm with a conservative threshold of 50σ, 50σ, 60σ, and 25σ, for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively, which gave satisfactory results in terms of the number of pixels flagged as outliers per BCD frame per unit of exposure time and the lack of real point sources flagged as outliers. The expected number of radiation hits in one single IRAC frame is approximately 3 to 6 pixels per second in Channels 1 and 2, and approximately 4 to 8 pixels per second in Channels 3 and 4. Our observations comprise a total of 2,895 individual BCD frames per channel, with an integration time of 1.2 s per frame. This predicts a total number of radiation hits of about 10,000-21,000 pixels in Channels 1 and 2, and about 14,000-28,000 pixels in Channels 3 and 4. The total numbers of flagged outliers determined by MOPEX using the parameters described above were about 26,000, 26,000, 32,000, and 14,000 pixels in Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, which are similar to expected values.
It is crucial to create a clean mosaic at each channel before attempting to extract the point sources. Our final mosaics represent a significant improvement over available SSC pipeline data products. The top panels of Figures 1 and 2 show the final full-array mosaics for Channels 1 and 4, covering a field of view of 2.0
• , centered on l=0,0 and b=0.0 (see S. Stolovy et al. 2007 , in preparation, for final mosaics including the sub-array observations).
Source extraction from full-array data
The source extraction was performed using the MOPEX script apex.pl, set up so it utilizes data products created with the MOPEX script mosaic.pl, in particular those concerning outlier detection. The script apex.pl performs the source detection in a background subtracted mosaic. It provides two measurements of the flux: one comes from a point response function (PRF) fitting and the other comes from an aperture measurement.
The PRF is the telescope point spread function convolved with the instrument response function. The algorithm that fits the PRF to the BCD sources allows a determination of the local background, which is advisable to use in crowded fields with variable background level such as those observed in the GC. Note that the flux uncertainty and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) as provided by apex.pl are the uncertainty and SNR of the PRF fitting algorithm. The PRFs used in the flux measurement were provided by the SSC.
The aperture flux measurement is performed on the mosaic image. The usual background estimates include performing the aperture measurement on a median filtered mosaic or using an annulus around the detected sources. Neither of these two methods for estimating the background are appropriate for our survey due to point source crowding and variable and high background levels. Instead, we used the local background determined by the PRF fitting to subtract the background contribution to the corresponding aperture flux. We measured the flux within a small aperture of 2 pixels radius (about 2.44 ′′ ) to avoid confusion, then subtracted the background contribution, and finally applied the corresponding aperture correction. The value of the aperture corrections are 1.213, 1.234, 1.379, and 1.584 for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, as provided in the IRAC Data Handbook, Version 3.0. The script apex.pl does not provide a measure of the uncertainty of the aperture flux. We estimate the aperture flux uncertainty by performing an aperture measurement of the same size as the photometric aperture directly in the mosaic of the uncertainty images (data product of mosaic.pl).
The source extraction was performed in each of the 12 AORs separately because of the lack of enough computing memory to process the entire data set simultaneously. The resulting source lists for each AOR were combined to obtain a total source list for the whole survey. During this process we also rejected sources that were within a certain radius from a bright source (σ threshold > 30) and sources that were detected on top of extended emission in Channels 3 and 4. The radius of avoidance was 4.5 ′′ , 5.8 ′′ , 6.4 ′′ , and 8.3 ′′ for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, which corresponds roughly to the radius of the second minimum of the diffraction pattern of the PRF. Note that rejecting faint sources within the radius of avoidance will also discard possible artifacts due to the 4-pixel bandwidth effect, present in Channels 3 and 4. The 'bandwidth effect' causes extra 'sources' to appear 4 pixels away (and in some cases 8 pixels away) from very bright sources in Channels 3 and 4 along the readout direction (IRAC Data Handbook, Version 3.0, Section 4.3.3). It is possible that some saturated sources were misidentified as many individual sources, each of them too faint to trigger the avoidance radius. To discriminate between a point source and an extended source, we use the fact that a point source should have the same aperture corrected flux independent of the size of the aperture used. We flagged a source as extended if the aperture corrected flux from a 3 pixel radius aperture differs by more than 15% from a 2 pixel radius aperture corrected flux. Sources flagged as extended are not included in the catalog.
We found that the PRF fluxes and aperture fluxes agreed to within 12% overall. We did, however, find that the PRF fluxes were systematically lower than the aperture fluxes by 13-12% for Channels 1 and 2, and higher by 7% for Channel 4. No significant difference was found for Channel 3. This difference is likely to arise from errors in PRF normalization. We measured the difference between the aperture fluxes and the PRF fluxes by first determining the IRAC colors of foreground sources with low amounts of reddening. Most of the foreground stars are expected to be red giant stars, whose IRAC colors should be near zero (M. Cohen, private communication; IRAC Handbook). Schultheis et al. (1999) and Dutra et al. (2003) have determined extinction maps at the Galactic center distance. The minimum extinction observed for a source located at the distance of the GC is A K = 1 magnitudes (Schultheis et al. 1999; Dutra et al. 2003) . We therefore selected as foreground stars those sources with A K < 1 or (J − K s ) < 1.5. There are 6816 sources in our source list that have (J − K) <1.5, and their mean IRAC colors are listed in Table 1 , for both PRF and aperture magnitudes. Aperture IRAC colors are closer to zero than PRF IRAC colors. The PRF method, however, is generally superior than aperture photometry in crowded fields, and also shows less scatter at fainter magnitudes. We adjusted the PRF fluxes for Channels 1, 2, and 4 such that the median ratio of the two extraction methods was 1. The multiplicative factors applied to the PRF fluxes were 1.13, 1.12, 1.00, and 0.93 for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The IRAC colors of the final photometry are also listed in Table 1 .
We produced point source-subtracted images, using the MOPEX script apex qa.pl, to assess the effectiveness of the extraction and to compare the flux results obtained with the PRF fitting and aperture photometry. We found that the PRF fitting occasionally failed, producing a flux that was much too high. For the cases where the adjusted-PRF/aperture flux ratio exceeded 1.5, we adopted the aperture value of the flux and its corresponding uncertainty was derived as described above. The source-subtracted residual images show even fainter sources but we did not attempt to extract them. Additionally, the brighter sources close to saturation are in the nonlinear regime and therefore do not match the shape of the PRF. We did not attempt to subtract highly saturated sources. The total number of sources detected at a level of 3σ or above in each channel was: 735,020, 700,923, 493,207, and 323,512 for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. All the sources detected and measured by MOPEX at the 3σ level are listed in Table 2 , 3, 4, and 5 (shown partially, available entirely in the electronic version). The columns of Table 2 -5 are as follows: Source Identification, IRAC Channel, Position (Equatorial and Galactic), Flux in mJy, Flux uncertainty in mJy, Number of Observations (BCD frames used in the Flux measurement), Signal-to-noise ratio, and Flux Method as explained in the previous section.
The cumulative distribution of positional uncertainties is shown in Figure 4 , for both right ascension (open symbols) and declination (filled symbols). The overall distributions of positional uncertainties are similar between right ascension and declination, for all four IRAC channels. We found that 90% of the sources in our survey have positional uncertainties less than 0.13 ′′ , 0.16 ′′ , 0.48 ′′ , and 1.18 ′′ for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, corresponding to the typical positional uncertainties in our survey. Also, 99%, 96%, 59%, and 36% of the Channel 1, 2, 3, and 4 sources, respectively, have a positional uncertainty less than 0.2 ′′ . In the process of merging the IRAC point source lists with 2MASS (see details below), we found systematic offsets between IRAC positions in different channels and between the IRAC and 2MASS positions. These offsets are ∼ −0.25 ′′ in right ascension, and ∼0.15 ′′ in declination, and have been applied to Ch. 1-4 such that the IRAC astrometry in all channels should now match the 2MASS astrometry in our final catalog. Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution of percentage flux uncertainty, derived as described above. The cumulative distribution of the percentage flux uncertainty for the four IRAC channels is shown in separate panels. The open symbols denote the cumulative distribution of percentage flux uncertainties for all the sources in each of the IRAC channels. We found that 90% of the sources in our survey have a percentage flux uncertainty less than 4.0%, 5.0%, 31% and 28% for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, corresponding to the typical percentage flux uncertainties in our survey. Also, 99%, 99%, 64%, 56% of the Channel 1, 2, 3, and 4 sources, respectively, have a percentage flux uncertainty less than 10%. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines in Figure 5 show the cumulative distribution of percentage flux uncertainties for sources of three different source brightness ranges, bright, medium, and faint, respectively, as defined in Section 4. The distribution of percentage flux uncertainties for Channels 3 and 4 is dominated by the distribution of percentage flux uncertainties for faint sources. Channels 3 and 4 mosaics show a wide range in background levels on top of which faint sources are measured. Variations in the local background may be the cause of the larger uncertainties in the flux measured in those channels.
Source extraction from sub-array data
In order to recover useful photometry from the small saturated regions in the full-array observations, we performed photometry on sub-array data, which consists of mosaics of the Central Cluster (SgrA) and the Quintuplet Cluster, plus 12 individual pointings. We used the interactive IDL program xstarfinder (Diolaiti et al. 2000) , because the parameters used for the full-array data using MOPEX were not appropriate for the small sub-array observations. We also tested photometry using the IRAF source extraction program "daophot" but found that daophot gave less reliable results than xstarfinder.
The PRF was constructed from a composite of sub-array observations of well exposed, isolated single sources. These sources were chosen from the twelve individual pointing observations, excluding observations with higher than typical noise or with other stars within a ∼10
′′ radius of the main source. PRF's were made using both xstarfinder and daophot and it was determined that the point source subtracted residual images were superior for the daophot PRFs; thus, the PRFs from daophot were used in the source extraction.
For each input mosaic, the surface brightness error per pixel was computed from each input mosaic directly. This error is photon-noise-dominated and well fit with a gaussian distribution. The flux errors for the extracted point sources are statistical only and do not reflect differences in the flux estimate that may arise from methodology, e.g., using a different set of extraction parameters such as the background smoothing box. We expect that the systematic errors may exceed the quoted random errors. The source extraction computes a correlation factor, which is a measure of the goodness of fit to the PRF, with 1.0 being a perfect fit. The correlation factor for all extracted sources was 0.75 at minimum, but most sources had a factor exceeding 0.9. A median smoothing size of 7 times the FWHM was used for the background determination. Table 6 lists the sub-array photometric results including 13 sources in the dozen individual pointings or "sat" fields, 104 sources located in the Central Cluster or "sgra" field, and 90 sources located in the Quintuplet Cluster or "quint" field. The sub-array source table lists the brightness and its uncertainty in magnitudes for each IRAC Channel.
Catalog of Point Sources in the Galactic Center
We bandmerged our IRAC full-array source list for each channel with the sources in the 2MASS catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) located in the same field of view as our IRAC observations. The merging procedure was done as follows: We first matched and merged, via a positional association, Channel 1 and 2, then Channel 3, then Channel 4, and finally 2MASS. A match was defined as the closest counterpart within a 1 ′′ radius. The position used for the final merged list was always that corresponding to the shortest IRAC wavelength at which a source is seen. The sub-array photometry was incorporated into the band merged list. The full-array photometry of each of the 13 sources in the "sat" fields was individually replaced by the sub-array photometry. All the sources with full-array photometry located within 40
′′ of the Central Cluster (RA=17 45 40.0, DEC=−29 00 28) and within 42 ′′ of the Quintuplet Cluster (RA=17 46 16.1, DEC=−28 53 43) were discarded. The sub-array photometry of the "sgra" and "quint" fields were added to the band merged list.
The merged source list was further studied and additional flags regarding the detection reliability, position comments, and photometric quality were added. Magnitudes for each of the IRAC channels were computed using zero point fluxes of 280.9 Jy, 179.7 Jy, 115.0 Jy, and 64.13 Jy, for IRAC Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively, as provided by Reach et al. (2005) .
One of the qualities studied in the band merged source list was flux saturation for the full-array photometry. We needed to explore whether the saturation values for point sources provided by the IRAC documentation were appropriate for our survey. Figure 6 shows color magnitude diagrams (CMDs) using each IRAC magnitude and the K s magnitude from 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) . Only non-saturated K s magnitudes with 2MASS photometric quality flags (ph qual) equal to 'A' (SNR>10) are included in Figure 6 . The gray scale shows the number density distribution of sources, with white being the highest density. Any anomalies in the bright regime of the CMDs are due to non-linear and saturation effects in the IRAC magnitudes. The horizontal dotted lines show the magnitudes corresponding to the saturation fluxes of 190 mJy, 200 mJy, 1400 mJy, and 740 mJy (7.92, 7.38, 4.79, and 4.84 magnitudes) for IRAC Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively, as provided by the Spitzer Observer's Manual, Version 7.1. The slanted dashed lines correspond to the completeness limit of K s =12.3 for the 2MASS point source catalog within a 6
• radius of the Galactic center (see Sec IV.7, Cutri et al. 2003) . Figure 6 also demonstrates that the saturation fluxes provided by the Spitzer Observer's Manual (Version 7.1) are indeed appropriately applied to our survey, as can be seen from the anvil-shaped tops of the CMDs for Channels 1 and 2. Note that the point source fluxes are superimposed on a high background, and the combination of both is likely to explain the saturation level appearing to be conservative when it really is appropriate. Saturated sources are retained in our point source catalog, as long as they are recognized as a point source by the apex.pl script. If the flux of a source is greater than the saturation flux provided by the Spitzer Observer's Manual, then all its measured quantities are kept in the catalog, but the flux flag of that source in that channel is set to '3' in our final catalog.
The coverage of our survey has some incompleteness due to the fact that the four IRAC cameras do not see exactly the same region of the sky. The coverage for each source at each channel was determined by measuring the value of the pipeline coverage map at the position of each source. The coverage value is the same as the number of available BCD frames at the position of each source, and it is also listed in our final catalog for each channel. The location of each of the sources is flagged in our catalog by the Position flag. If a source is located in the area of incomplete coverage (coverage value is equal to zero in at least one channel), then the Position flag is set to '0'. Sub-array photometry has been incorporated into the catalog, in particular in the location near the Central Cluster and near the Quintuplet Cluster. If a source is located within 40 ′′ of the Central Cluster (RA=17 45 40.0, DEC=−29 00 28), the Position flag is set to '2'. If a source is located within 42 ′′ of the Quintuplet Cluster (RA=17 46 16.1, DEC=−28 53 43), the Position flag is set to '3'. The sources with Position flag set to '2' and '3' have photometry from the sub-array observations.
The reliability of the sources in our band merged list can be estimated by applying the because it moved between Channel 3 and 4 coverage) and asteroid 459 Signe is in the final catalog as source SSTGC 0216539.
Areas close to the edges of our survey overlap with the GLIMPSE II (PI: Churchwell) observations. We have compared the photometry of our sources with SNR>10 to the photometry of the GLIMPSE II Highly Reliable Catalog. There are 184,392, 160,387, 132,077, and 72,065 sources positionally matched within 1 ′′ between our catalog and GLIMPSE's. The mean difference in magnitudes between our photometry and GLIMPSE is 0.11, 0.06, 0.00, and 0.03 for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4. The standard deviations of the same differences are 0.15, 0.15, 0.17, and 0.18 magnitudes for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The GLIMPSE photometry is expected to be have uncertainties less than 0.2 mags for most of its sources, according to the GLIMPSE Quality Assurance Document, v1.0. Thus, the observed differences are therefore less than the expected photometric uncertainties. Figure 7 shows the magnitude distribution of point source detections for each of the channels in our survey. Only the sources located within the uniform coverage box (−1.0 ≤ l ≤ 1.0, −0.7 ≤ b ≤ 0.7) are included in the determination of the magnitude distributions. The open symbols show the magnitude distribution for all the sources and the filled symbols show the distribution for the sources which satisfy the "2+1" criterion and have a SNR greater than 10. Figure 7 shows that the magnitude distributions have a similar shape in all the IRAC channels. There is a steep slope of increasing number of stars with increasing magnitude at the brightest magnitudes. This steep slope flattens around a bright turnover magnitude of 9.0, 8.6, 8.2, and 8.2 magnitudes for Channels 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The number of stars increases more slowly with increasing magnitude at magnitudes fainter than the bright turnover. Finally, there is a faint cutoff followed by a steep slope of decreasing number of stars with increasing magnitude. The faint cutoff for all the sources (open symbols in Figure  7 ) is 12.4, 12.1, 11.7, and 11.2 for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The faint cutoff for the sources which satisfy the "2+1" criterion and have SNR > 10 (filled symbols in Figure 7 ) is 12.0, 11.8, 11.2, and 10.8 for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Hereafter we define the bright magnitude range as those magnitudes brighter than the bright turnover magnitude, the medium magnitude range as those magnitudes between the bright turnover and the faint cutoff, and the faint magnitude range as those magnitudes fainter than the faint cutoff.
Magnitude Distributions
We plot a subset of magnitude distributions drawn from small regions within our GC mosaic, to understand features of the magnitude distribution. Only sources satisfying the "2+1" criterion and with SNR>10 are included in the determination of these magnitude distributions. Figure 8 shows the magnitude distributions of four circular areas located along a diagonal going away from the GC, but avoiding dark clouds, as plotted in the bottom panel of Figure 1 . The solid, dotted, dashed and dashed-dotted lines show the magnitude distributions of these four locations in the order of increasing distance to the GC. There are about 2800, 2700, 2000, and 1200 sources in each 5 ′ radius circular area for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Figure 8 shows that, at this angular scale (10 ′ ), the magnitude distributions have the same shape as the magnitude distribution for the entire field of view (2.0
• ×1.4
• ) as shown in Figure 7 . The main difference among the magnitude distributions of the circular areas is that they seem to shift towards fainter magnitudes with increasing distance to the GC. As a consequence, the circular area located at the GC (solid line) has at least a factor of 3 more bright sources than the circular area located farthest from the GC (dashed-dotted line). For example at The faint cutoff of the magnitude distributions can be interpreted as due to confusion. Figure 8 shows that confusion is occurring at brighter magnitudes as one gets closer to the GC. The confusion limits suggested in Figure 8 for Channels 1 and 2 range from about 8.5 mag in the circular area located at the GC (solid line) to 13 mag in the circular area located the farthest away from the GC (dashed-dotted line). The same range of confusion limits for Channels 3 and 4 in Figure 8 is 8.0 (solid line) to 12.0 (dashed-dotted line).
The fact that we observe more bright sources with decreasing distance to the GC is consistent with previous population studies based on dereddened K−band luminosity functions. Blum et al. (1996) computed a dereddened K−band luminosity function within 1 ′ (2.3 pc) of the GC and compare it with a similar study at Baade's Window in the bulge. Blum et al. (1996) found that both K−band luminosity functions had the same slope, but there was an overabundance of bright stars in the GC relative to Baade's Window. Narayanan et al. (1996) constructed a dereddened K−band luminosity function for a region of 16 ′ ×16 ′ (37×37 pc) centered on the GC, but excluding the inner 2 ′ of the Galaxy. They found a luminosity function intermediate between that of Baade's Window and the inner 2 ′ of the GC, having an excess of luminous stars over the bulge but not as many luminous stars as the inner 2 ′ . Figer et al. (2004) obtained dereddened 2 µm luminosity functions, using high angular resolution observations. They computed synthetic luminosity functions using stellar evolution models and concluded that the observations were best fitted by models of continuous star formation.
All of the near infrared luminosity functions outside of the Central Cluster show the presence of a bright turnover. The luminosity function of the central 200 pc is known to have an excess of luminous stars relative to bulge fields such as Baade's Window, and this excess of luminous stars increases closer to the GC (Catchpole et al. 1990; Blum et al. 1996; Narayanan et al. 1996; Philipp et al. 1999; Figer et al. 2004) . The variation in the number of the brightest stars with distance to the GC over a large area may cause the presence of the bright turnover. This speculation is complicated by several effects. First, the bright turnover for Channels 1 and 2, at the areas close to the GC, occurs very close to the saturation limit (Ch. 1 and 2 magnitudes of 7.9 and 7.4, respectively). Second, the extinction and local background in the GC are highly spatially variable, even within a 10 ′ field of view. Finally, stellar crowding may artificially enhance the bright end of measured luminosity functions as pointed out by DePoy et al. (1993) . Higher angular resolution surveys of the GC area may indeed improve our knowledge of the nature of the bright range sources seen in this survey.
The magnitude distribution shown in Figure 7 can be understood as the integral of individual magnitude distributions such as those plotted in Figure 8 . The integral of the individual magnitude distributions is non-trivial to calculate due to the wide range in stellar density, extinction, background levels, and confusion within our field of view. Complete modeling of the observed magnitude distribution is beyond the scope of the present work and may be addressed in a future work.
Source distribution with Galactic Longitude and Latitude
The overall density of detected point sources with latitude and longitude is essentially constant, a consequence of being confusion limited. The relatively constant number of sources per circular area also indicates that our images are confusion limited. However, interesting structure along Galactic latitude and longitude does appear when we select sources within different magnitude ranges (defined above). The point source distributions along Galactic latitude and longitude in the different magnitude ranges are shown in Figures 9 and 10 . The different panels show the distribution of the point sources for bright, medium, and faint, as indicated. Circles, triangles, squares, and pentagons correspond to the Galactic coordinate distributions of Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
The structure seen at the bright range is consistent with the fact that more bright sources are observed towards the GC (as discussed in Section 4). This agrees well with previous population studies that find an excess of luminous stars in the GC relative to bulge fields (Catchpole et al. 1990; Blum et al. 1996; Narayanan et al. 1996; Philipp et al. 1999; Figer et al. 2004 ).
The structure seen at the faint range is set by our ability to detect faint sources. The faint range contains sources below the lowest confusion limit for each channel, and therefore they follow the trend of the variation of the confusion with Galactic latitude and longitude.
The structure along Galactic latitude has a similar shape for all the IRAC channels, but some features are more prominent at longer wavelengths. The sources in the bright range show a steeply decreasing gradient with Galactic latitude, with a peak in the position of the Galactic center. The medium range sources show a slowly decreasing gradient with Galactic latitude. Those sources in the faint range show an increasing gradient with Galactic latitude, with the minimum at the position of the Galactic center. Figure 10 illustrates that the structure along Galactic longitude also has the same shape for all the IRAC channels. The sources in the bright and medium brightness range show a slow decrease with Galactic longitude, with a peak at the position of the Galactic center. The sources in the faint range show an increase with Galactic longitude, with the minimum at the position of the Galactic center. The gray scale shows the number density distribution of sources, with white being the highest density. The arrows show the direction of the reddening vector, using the extinction law from Indebetouw et al. (2005) . The red arrow shows the amount of extinction for A K =1.0, while the purple arrow shows the amount of extinction for A K =6.5. According to the extinction maps of Schultheis et al. (1999) and Dutra et al. (2003) an extinction of A K =1.0 is observed at the edges of our survey which we adopt as the minimum foreground extinction towards GC stars in our field of view. An extinction of A K =6.5 was measured as the maximum observed extinction within 2 ′ of the Galaxy by the the near infrared photometric work of Blum et al. (1996) . The highest density of points in the CMD shows a well defined sequence of constant [3.6]-[8.0] color, at a color of ∼0.2 mag. The distribution is skewed towards red colors, which is consistent with varying amounts of extinction.
Color-Magnitude and Color-Color Diagrams
To determine what types of objects are seen in our survey, we have overplotted the location of evolved stars in the CMD of Figure 11 (Blum et al. 2006) . They determined the location of the tip of the red giant branch, the O-rich and C-rich AGB stars, supergiant stars, and extreme AGB stars from the DENIS and 2MASS analysis of LMC stars by Cioni et al. (2006) . We assume a distance modulus to the LMC of 18.48 magnitudes (Borissova et al. 2004) , and a distance to the Galactic center of 8.0 kpc (Reid 1993) to determine their location in our observed CMD. In Figure 11 , the solid line boxes show the location of objects assuming an extinction of A K =1.0 magnitudes, and the dashed line boxes show the same boxes assuming an extinction of A K =6.5 magnitudes. Blum et al. (2006) also noted the location of background galaxies in their CMD. The cyan line in Figure 11 shows the limit below which background galaxies should be observed, assuming an extinction of A K =1.0 magnitudes. This line is at the edge of our observing limit, and it would be even lower if more extinction is added to it. We conclude that our survey is very unlikely to include background galaxies.
In Figure 11 , assuming a distance to Taurus of 140 pc. This line demonstrate that low-mass YSOs cannot be detected in our survey. Whitney et al. (2004) studied the giant HII region RCW 49, as part of the GLIMPSE legacy program. They determined the location of 2.5, 3.8, and 5.9 M ⊙ YSOs, using the radiative transfer models from Whitney et al. (2003) . We assume a distance of 4.2 kpc to RCW 49 (Churchwell et al. 2004 ) and a Galactic center distance of 8 kpc (Reid 1993) to determine their location in our observed CMD. The red boxes denote the location of the 3.8 M ⊙ YSOs, and the blue boxes denote the location of 5.9 M ⊙ YSOs. The dotted yellow boxes show the location of evolved stars, as reference, assuming an extinction of A K =6.5 magnitudes, as shown in Figure 11 . The gray scale shows the number density distribution of sources, with white being the highest density. In Figure  13 , the solid line boxes show the location of objects assuming an extinction of A K =1.0 magnitudes, and the dashed line boxes show the same boxes assuming an extinction of A K =6.5 magnitudes. Marengo et al. (2006) derived colors of AGB stars by convolving observed ISO spectra with IRAC bandpasses. The location of these derived IRAC colors are coincident with the models of Groenewegen (2006) Figure 13 . About 38% of the point sources shown (66,988 in total) have zero IRAC colors within the typical uncertainties. These point sources have been exposed to little reddening, and hence they may be foreground objects or objects away from the Galactic plane.
As the GC is a known region of recent star formation, the possibility of observing a YSO population is an exciting prospect. We are likely to be sensitive only to the most massive YSOs (if present), at the distance of the GC, due to confusion. Our survey, however, contains sources observed at different distances and over varying amounts of extinction. We must carefully examine any candidate YSO population that we identify based on IRAC colors, to distinguish foreground YSOs (in the star forming arms along the line of sight, for instance) with a range of masses from massive YSOs at the GC. In addition, thick envelope AGB stars and YSOs have similar IRAC colors, and distinguishing one from the other will require additional diagnostics. Future work will include incorporating photometry at longer infrared wavelengths (e.g. ISOGAL, MSX and eventually MIPS 24 µm) and spectroscopy in order to best determine the nature of this population of objects with red IRAC colors.
Conclusions
Our conclusions can be summarized as follows: • The point source catalog is confusion limited. The confusion limits vary by 2 to 3 magnitudes within the field of view. Nevertheless, the average confusion limits are 12.4, 12.1, 11.7, and 11.2 magnitudes for Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
• The overall distribution of point sources with Galactic latitude and longitude is essentially constant (a consequence of being confusion limited), but structure does appear when sources of different magnitude ranges are selected. Bright stars show a slow decrease in number density with Galactic longitude, and a steeper decrease with Galactic latitude, with a peak at the position of the Galactic center.
• Most of the point sources in our catalog have IRAC magnitudes and colors characteristic of red giant stars and AGB stars. There are several hundreds of extremely red objects, however, some of which may be massive YSOs. Follow up observations are needed to determine the nature of the extremely red objects.
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-30 - Note. - Table 7 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. 0378; l=0.166, b=0.1162; l=0.386, b=0.2702; and l=0.606, b=0.4242 . These circular areas are used in this paper to study the distribution of point sources in locations with different source densities. Only non-saturated high quality IRAC and K s magnitudes (IRAC magnitudes with SNR>10 and 2MASS photometric quality flag equal to 'A' (SNR>10)) are included in this figure. The gray scale shows the number density distribution of sources, with white being the highest density. The dotted line shows the magnitude corresponding to the saturation fluxes of 190 mJy, 200 mJy, 1400 mJy, and 740 mJy (7.92, 7.38, 4.79, and 4 .84 magnitudes) for IRAC Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively, as provided by the Spitzer Observer's Manual (SOM). The dashed lines corresponds to the completeness limit of K s =12.3 magnitudes of the 2MASS point source catalog within a 6
• radius of the Galactic center. Fig. 7 . Only the sources located within −1.0 ≤ l ≤ 1.0 and −0.7 ≤ b ≤ 0.7 are included in the determination of the number density distribution. Circles, triangles, squares, and pentagons correspond to the Galactic coordinate distributions of Channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. . The gray scale shows the number density distribution of sources, with white being the highest density. Only sources satisfying the "2+1" criterion and having SNR>10 are plotted. The arrows show the direction of the reddening vector, using the extinction law from Indebetouw et al. (2005) , and the minimum (A K =1.0) and maximum (A K =6.5) amount of extinction measured towards the GC Schultheis et al. 1999; Dutra et al. 2003) . The locations of evolved stars are taken from the CMD of the Spitzer SAGE LMC survey (Blum et al. 2006 ) and placed at the Galactic center distance: red giant stars (red boxes), O-rich AGB stars (blue boxes), C-rich AGB stars (purple boxes), extreme AGB stars (yellow boxes), and supergiant stars (green boxes). The solid line boxes show the location of objects assuming an extinction of A K =1.0 magnitudes, and the dashed line boxes show the same boxes assuming an extinction of A K =6.5 magnitudes. The cyan line shows the position below which background galaxies should be located, assuming an extinction of A K =1.0 magnitudes. The location of all the point sources with colors bluer than [3.6]-[8.0]=2.0 can be understood as evolved stars seen through varying amounts of extinction. (Whitney et al. 2004 ).
